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Immersed in nature, writer and friend, Nathan Hawkes ponders the 
primal intensity and uncanny familiarity of Seth Birchall’s evocative work.

By Nathan Hawkes

+ EMAIL ART@SULLIVANSTRUMPF.COM TO REQUEST A PREVIEW

Seth Birchall: 
These Loquacious Edges 
 

Seth Birchall
Fortunes Can Change, 2022
oil on canvas
152.5cm x 121.5 cm
Photo: Leyla Stevens 
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Recently I was lolling on the balcony of a small complex of composting toilets in a  
national park waiting for my son to finish in the bathroom. While I was waiting and  
looking out through the trees at the moon nearing fullness I wondered ‘why do I see  
Seth’s paintings so often when I’m immersed in nature’?
I’ve stood there in the dawn light too and in the midday sun. It’s a beautiful structure set 
amongst a rich array of foliage, drifting gossamer spider webs and the humid surging  
thrum of insects; a whip snake navigating leaf litter, the drone of the ocean and the  
perforated horizon line. I caught my mind happily oscillating between what was before 
me and the veiled overlay of paintings I had seen for years in Seth’s studio.
‘What are you putting in these? Retinal glue?!’ is a terrible, terrible joke I’ve been  
meaning to crack out on studio visits but thankfully seem to always forget. But I stand by 
the basis of the joke—they stick.
Incidentally this national park oscillatory experience wasn’t a one off.
 
Seth ushers trees right to the front. They press themselves up against the surface of the 
canvas and stand in streaming verticalities or gnarly webs of interlaced limbs but almost 
always between us and a billowing light cascading down upon lacustrine landscapes.  
I am inclined to agree with Daegan Miller when he says that ‘we turn to trees when 
we are lost’. Similarly I am in agreeance with the ‘Greeks’ in Roland Barthes’ note that 
‘according to the Greeks trees are alphabets’. These paintings are an orientating 
experience, not only do the trees in them provide the artist with a formal structure for 
painterly experimentation, they evoke times spent immersed in a deep and varied signary 
where happiness arises from the transitory cloudscape or the evanescent relay of bird 
calls. Times when our cerebral screen-lit world is deferred and things begin to make 
sensuous sense. We recalibrate to our less frantic, some might say ‘better’ selves.
There is a line of the late dance critic Edwin Denby’s that strikes like an arrow deep into 
the trunk of a Birchall tree: ‘Art takes what is an accidental pleasure and tries to repeat 
and prolong it. It organises, diversifies, characterises’. Many of Seth’s paintings have their 
genesis  in  a  cumulative  reservoir  of  pleasurable  times  spent  in  nature  and  the  task  
of producing a painting is instigated by the subsequent desire to recall, build and convey 
these pleasures and an essentially ebullient, relaxed atmosphere.
The studio too is abounding with accidental painterly pleasures; surprising chromatic 
ones, formal, gestural and tonal advances that one attempts to repeat, refine and 
variegate. Seth is what could be regarded as a studio painter. What you see on the 
stretched polyester hasn’t been painted en plein air, before the subject, amidst the drone 
of mosquitoes under the trumpeting sun but rather under the barely resonant thrum of 
fluorescent tube lighting. This geographic dislocation provides the requisite conditions 
for the specifics of the place to dilate and for the residual atmosphere to rise up and 
take precedence. And whilst blissful moments in nature and their concomitant emotions 
and atmospheres may be the impetus for beginning the work, once it is underway the 
initiative must be ceded to paint and its intrinsic qualities as well as its raw openness 
to experimentation. For the painter, incremental painterly victories and innovations are 
exhilarating, they are the enticing flares amidst the labour-intensive periods of rigorous 
persistence and attention.



But let’s sit before the finished work.
The wooded aperture through which we look is a translucent orchestra of hyper-
variegation, languid linearity and the hustle of scrubby paint. The intersecting branches 
of the gnarly trees frame the high-key gauzy tumult of sky, dividing it into unique 
turbulent cells. Light is a palpable presence. It is as if in the words of Virginia Woolf ‘the 
air were full of ridges and ripples and roughnesses’. Every window from the woods has 
its own unique mouthful of sulphuric yellow and lilac blue.
It’s an uncannily comfortable place this; specific and general at once. There’s a notable 
primal intensity but at a mellow clip. Light snakes along tree limbs as the hazy beams 
penetrate the thicket. Eden is back and this time everyone is welcome. 
Hospitality is a quality some artists naturally suffuse their works with, likely an 
extension of their character and Seth is a prime example; even the titles have dad-joke 
reverberations that make you smile and put you at ease. One title that comes to mind 
from 2020 ‘wait, that looks quite beautiful’ has the unassuming gentleness of a couple 
looking for a place to pull over the car, or just as likely Seth making a mental note 
during the process of painting. When I come to them brimming with worldly concern 
they are a seat by a window. But I wonder too if this making comfortable isn’t partly a 
decoy ensuring the agitation and splendid shock of the paint can awaken us even more 
brightly. In his Arcade Projects Walter Benjamin lamented that we ‘have grown very poor 
in threshold experiences. Falling asleep is perhaps the only such experience that remains 
to us (but together with this, there is also waking up)’. In my view these are threshold 
paintings. From the location and its metaphoric implications to the preference for liminal 
times of day; the very paint itself is a mounting ferment of activity. The light wheeches 
around the canvas like wind whipping up the surface of a lake; it beckons breathlessly 
to us and yet somehow the atmosphere is one of suspension and repose. This is a pretty 
humid coupling. I want to leap into the sky!
But wait, those loquacious edges! Light scouring at the margins of leaf and limb 
produces complex painterly eddies that adjourn our passage from one space, from one 
bough, one frond to the next, slowing us ri(iiiii)ght down and causing us to pay attention 
and to take pleasure in the between.
Amid the escalating urgencies of our present day in which we race towards everything 
and nowhere, where high-contrast is preferred to nuance and our daily lives are ruptured 
regularly by an awareness of our devastating impact upon the planet, works of art 
are being made and they are invariably imprinted with the DNA of their time; these 
paintings are no exception. Many of us shoulder a lingering sense of grief or negotiate a  
nagging despair whilst answering emails 😕, updating social media 😒 , doing the school 
run 😰 , the grocery shopping     and work 🥺 . Gah!

How can we wake up? 
Trees.
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Seth Birchall 
River Composition III (detail), 2022 
oil on canvas  
152.5cm x 121.5 cm 
Photo: Leyla Stevens



Seth Birchall 
The Garden Is Watered (detail), 2022 
oil on canvas  
152.5cm x 122 cm 
Photo: Leyla Stevens 
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